Working Memory Training in Children with Mild Intellectual Disability, Through Designed Computerized Program
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Objectives: The aim of this research is designing a computerized program, in game format, for working memory training in mild intellectual disabled children.

Methods: 24 students participated as test and control groups. The auditory and visual-spatial WM were assessed by primary test, which included computerized Wechsler numerical forward and backward sub-tests, and secondary tests, which contained three parts: dual visual-spatial test, auditory test, and a one-syllable word recalling test.

Results: The results showed significant differences between working memory capacity in the intellectually disabled children and normal ones (p-value <0.00001). After using the computerized working memory training, Visual-spatial WM, auditory WM, and speaking were improved in the trained group. The mentioned four tests showed significant differences between pre-test and post-test. The trained group showed more improvements in forward tasks. The trained participant’s processing speed increased with training.

Discussion: According to the results, comprehensive human-computer interfaces and the application of computer in children training, especially in training of intellectual disabled children with impairments in visual and auditory perceptions, could be more effective and valuable.
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Introduction

Working memory (WM) is the limited capacity storage system which maintains and manipulates the information over the short periods of time (1). Although there isn’t a unified opinion about the role it plays in different cognitive activities, it is assumed that working memory plays a critical role in cognitive processing. Although this memory has an important role on information processing and influences different cognitive activities such as school cognitive tasks, yet there is not any common idea about it (2). WM may be affected by some physiological conditions as aging and stress, as well as some disorders like ADHD and intellectual disability (ID). Although it is generally believed that WM capacity is constant, some reports suggest that WM can be improved by intensive training programs; For example, Klingberg (3) obtained hopeful results in applying WM training in ADHD children. Buschkuehl et al. (4) reported that WM training can be helpful in old adults and brain plasticity is strong enough to improve memory. Mezzacappa (5) showed that WM training may have significant effect on motor activity in children with ADHD and also could be applied in clinical use to improve the symptoms of ADHD. Furthermore, (6) Smith reported improved generalized measures in memory/attention in experimental group, based on
total score of word list, word list delayed recall, digits backwards and letter-number sequencing tests. Van der Molen et al., showed the improvement of Short Term Memory (STM), arithmetic score and story recall score in adaptive and non-adaptive WM trained groups (7, 8). In addition, their non-adaptive training group showed improvement in visual-spatial WM capacity. In 2015, it was proved that one of the reasons of poor improvement in European mentally retarded children is non-availability of proper education(9).

Besides the researches that only focus on WM training in normal persons, there are some evidences on WM training in IDs. In general, ID is a generalized disorder characterized by significantly impaired cognitive functioning and deficits in two or more adaptive behaviours. Historically, it has been defined as an Intelligence Quotient (IQ) score under 70. There are four types of ID: Mild (IQ about 50-69), moderate (IQ about 35-49), severe (IQ about 20-34), and profound (IQ below 20) intellectual disability (10). One research about the role of WM in intellectual disability shows that general working memory is closely related to intelligence in these children (11). They showed distinct profiles in WM which were significantly related to academic skills (e.g. reading, writing and mathematics) and comprehension. Buckley (2008) indicated that memory training activities may be effective for children with Down syndrome that have specific impairments in verbal WM (12). Conners et al. (2001) showed that WM training in Down syndrome children can improve auditory WM (13). Walter et al. (2009) expressed that WM is affected in intellectual disabled children (14). They suggested that there is a relationship between working memory and fluid intelligence. Van Der Molen et al. claimed that they are pioneers in showing the effect of training on WM in mild to borderline intellectually disabled adolescents (15). There are also some researches that demonstrated changes in various parts of brain during the WM training period (1,3,11,16,17). Despite the mentioned studies, there are also few researches that showed no remarkable effect on WM training. In One of them which was the largest trial to date (3) in 11,430 volunteers aged between 18 and 60, which had completed the course, general cognitive abilities such as memory, reasoning and learning were not improved.

It seems that there is no unique opinion about the effects of WM training, but according to some researches, consistency and high attention during training may lead to better results (14). The authors designed a WM training program in game framework for mild intellectual disabled students. The game was confirmed by several specialists in exceptional child psychology and child psychiatrists. In this study, we investigated the effect of this training program on verbal and auditory working memories. We tried to motivate the children to participate in our research; for example, training sessions were chosen in the best time of the day (13).

Methods

The participants included 12 male mild mental retarded students (IQ between 50 and 69 with the average of 63.3) whom participated in winter and spring 2014. Seven children were trained in WM training sessions during 4 weeks and the remaining subjects were assigned for control group, whom received only the routine school programs. Students’ abilities such as visual, auditory and hand movement problems were checked by school physiotherapist and those who had one of these problems were removed from the study. The students were 9 to 14 years old with the average of 11.7. The average age for trained and control group were 12.1 and 11.3, respectively, and all of them were in second and third grade of elementary School. None of the participants had Down syndrome. Except 2 of the subjects, who had been referred to special school, other participants had studied in special school from beginning of education. Moreover, 12 normal students were participated just in assessments, as control group. They were between 10 and 15 years and were students of normal schools.

The auditory and visual-spatial WM of the trained and control groups were assessed by primary and secondary tests. Primary test included computerized Wechsler numerical forward and backward sub-tests. Every digit was showed for one second to the children. This test had no time limit. Entering the data and digits to the computer program was done by the examiner. The secondary test contained three parts: dual visual-spatial test, auditory test, and a one-syllable word recalling test. Since the children didn’t know the English language, all parts of the tests and trainee software and their manuals were translated to Persian language. The fluency and correctness of translations were checked by two Persian and English literature experts. The auditory dual test included distinguishing correctness or falseness of the meaning of a read sentence and
recalling the last word of that sentence. Dual auditory test had two parts. In the first part, one sentence was pronounced loudly and 4 seconds was determined for response time. In the second part of the test, two sequential sentences were pronounced and 6 seconds were allowed as response time. Dual visual-spatial test included determining equality of two simple shapes that were shown after each other. Another part of this test was memorizing the position of one specified point in the computer monitor; 4 seconds were determined for watching and 4 seconds as response time. The fourth test was a one-syllable word recalling test, composed of remembering 4 one syllable words from 10 fix predefined words. Then the participant was asked to remember the pronounced words. Before starting this test, all of the words were pronounced and explained for the participants. For attention level measurement, the teacher asked the students to fill out the attention questionnaire before and after the course. Wechsler WM test was fully computerized but the answers of other tests were recorded in well-designed forms and tables. For auditory WM test, the voice of a 30 year old man was recorded. All the recorded voices were edited by voice editing software and noises and empty spaces were removed from files and exact time of each file was measured. Before test administration, participants were asked about their sleep and mental conditions. In each test, examiner described the test to participants, and gave them some examples for practice purposes. All tests were done at 8:30 to 11:30 AM. In this research the net platform of training software was used as a windows application. Some game-like techniques were applied to the software environment, especially in some parts of training software, to attract the children. The tasks were designed in an adaptive manner: each of them started in an easy level (low WM capacity) with two successful trials. Then, the students were allowed to follow the next level which needed more WM capacities. Working memory training sessions were carried out by supervision of an educated psychologist in the school. All children’s activities were entered automatically into the software. Training was done for 4 weeks consisting twenty sessions of thirty minutes exercises. The average of the training time was 580 minutes for each participant. The training sessions were carried out between 8 to 12 A.M. in a quiet room. At the end of each session, children received gifts for encouragement. The training process involved five steps as follows: Step 1: A 4 by 4 square was shown to all participants. The subsquares lit up and down randomly which lasted 1000 ms. Students were asked to click the turned on squares at the forward and backward order in which they were lit up and down. Step 2: A 4 by 4 rotating square was shown to the participants. Some parts of this square turned on and off randomly and then the whole square was rotated 90 or 180 degrees, and after the rotation, the student was asked to click the turned on squares at the forward and backward order in which they were lit up and down. Step 3: Some numbers were pronounced by the computer. The interval time was 2000 ms. One graphical keyboard with one-digit number was shown to the participants. Finally, the participants were asked to click the pronounced digits at the forward and backward order they were heard. Step 4: In this task, some Persian alphabetic characters were pronounced by the computer and one graphical keyboard with Persian characters was shown to the participants on a monitor. The participants were asked to click the characters in the specified order. Step 5: In this step, two pseudo-words were pronounced and participants were asked to determine the similar characters between these words. The above mentioned modules were designed by ourselves and verified by three experts. Based on their comments, some modifications were done on the trainee software. The trainee’s assesments were concluded after one pre-test, and two post-tests; one immediately after ending the training period and the other one week later. There was also one pretest and one post test for control group. Regarding the number of trainees and control subjects in this research, we used a case study approach and non-parametric methods in analyzing the data. We used Wilcoxon sign rank test for analyzing the data since it didn't need any assumptions about normal distribution of data and subjects. Also, we combined the two trainee’s post-tests with each other and built an average post-test for each subject. Based on the WM measurements in all of the participants, we used paired t-test for analyzing the significance of WM capacity in normal and mild mental retard children.

**Results**

The primary results showed significant difference between working memory capacity in the intellectually disabled children and normal ones (p-value <0.00001) (figure 1).
The WM assessment results of the 2 of the trainees, as the examples, based on Wechsler test in one pre-test and post-tests are shown in figure (2) and final results including all trainees can be investigated through table (1).

The Pre-test and post-test results of visual- spatial and auditory dual task assessments of 4 of the trainees, as the examples, are shown in figure (3) and final results including all trainees can be investigated through table (1).
As it could be understood from the results, during the working memory training, both in visual-spatial and auditory WM, speaking had significant improvement in the trained group compared to the control group (Table 1).

Table 1. Asymptotic significance of seven WM tests based on Wilcoxon signed ranks test for trained and control groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WM Test</th>
<th>Trained</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler Auditory_forward</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler_Auditory_Backward</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler_Visual_forward</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler_Visual_Backward</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual_Auditory</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual_Visual</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word_recall</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, four of the tests showed significant differences between pre-test and post-tests due to P-values less than 0.05 and the three remained tests were not significant at all. The control group didn’t show any significant differences in all tests. Based on our results (table 1), the trained group showed more improvements in forward tasks compared to the backward, since probably the students played these tasks more as they were easier and more interesting. The best improvement was observed in Wechsler visual forward test, since the children seemed more interested in visual modules compared to auditory, based on the software reports. According to the visual measurements, the trained participant’s processing speed increased during the training and the students could perform tasks more rapidly. They showed better ability in the phonological loop performance and faster eye movement.

Discussion

It is assumed that 1 to 2% of every society’s population have intellectual disability (18). Mild intellectual disabled children are one of the major groups who seem to have major deficiencies in their working memory (15). In this study, the trainee participants who undertook the working memory training sessions performed better in their WM assessments after the training sessions, compared to the control group. Our results are consistent with some of the previous studies. For example in the largest trial to date (13) in 11,430 volunteers, which had completed the training course, general cognitive abilities including memory, reasoning and learning were not improved. Based on these results, successful WM training should have a complete training module containing all parts of the working memory. Also our research showed that the degree of difficulty and the type of WM training modules should be determined based on intelligence of the participants. All except one of the trained children showed better performance in their post-tests, compared to pre-tests. The only subject who had no progress was the child who had the best IQ among all of the participants (IQ=71). Although we tried to force the students not to use any strategies to memorize numbers, it seemed that more intelligent children were more capable to extract and apply shortcut strategies for memorizing the elements. We conclude that more intelligent children have less interest for doing practices, because the tests seem to be boring and harder to concentrate for them (14). These findings were confirmed by less motivation of more intelligent children to complete the training period. We can conclude that more complex and more attractive tasks like story games, pleasant graphical characters, dual tasks, as well as competitive mechanisms between participants and finally portraying their progress charts are needed for more intelligent children.

We found that school is the best place for training sessions and a formal and relatively skilled person is necessary for training these children. Many of these students have other disabilities such as visual and auditory impairments and many have problems in motor skills and cannot work with the mouse of the computer. Therefore, other human-computer interfaces such as touch screens, eye tracking interfaces and EEG signal processing systems, could
be suitable options. It seems that implementation of working memory training games in special schools of intellectual disabled students, with supervision of expert teachers, may be remarkably effective on improvement of working memory and learning abilities. This suggestion is worth to be investigated in such schools.

**Conclusion**

In this study a computerized program was designed for working memory training in mild intellectual disabled children. The program was in game format.

The auditory and visual-spatial WM were assessed with computerized Wechsler numerical forward and backward sub-tests, dual visual-spatial test, auditory test, and a one-syllable word recalling test. The results show the efficacy of this program in improvement of visual-spatial WM, auditory WM, and speaking.
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